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FOREWORD

Six great pieces used on albums, TV and in films arranged for guitar ensembles. There are a variety of standards among the parts, though most are about Grade 2 to 5. Performance notes appear at the ends of pieces in the score.

David Burden has pursued a performing, writing and teaching career since leaving the Royal Academy of Music, where he won the Julian Bream Guitar Prize. His teaching series, The Guitarist’s Progress published by Garden Music, is now established as one of the most popular and thorough introductions to the guitar. In addition to the many books in that series he has had much of his guitar music published by, among others, BBC, EMI and OUP. He has been elected an Associate of the Royal Academy of Music (ARAM) by its Governing Body.

Thanks to Frank Kerstiff, David Massey and Merlin Miller for playing through the finished score, for their proofing and suggestions. Thanks also to the Senior Guitar Group (sometimes known as ‘Spaghetti Strings’) at Mid Herts Music Centre; Steven Bigg, Merlin Miller, Jehan Moorothy & Hugo Henson for giving the first performances of so many of these and other arrangements.

Every effort has been made to trace and acknowledge copyright owners. If any right has been omitted, the publishers offer their apologies and will rectify this in subsequent editions following notification.
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2nd time to Coda

con rubato

allarg

poco a poco cresc.
PERFORMANCE NOTE:
All guitar parts have passages where they should strum chords with the underside of the index finger. Tambora chords are marked fully. Golpe taps are written without note heads and should be played by the fingers marked in the rhythm indicated.
Bars 42 - 48 need to be played with a strong and sensitive use of rubato.
2. Scarborough Fair
(English Folk Song used in the film ‘The Graduate’)

Moderato

English Traditional
3. The Persuaders
(Theme from the TV Series, The Persuaders)

Allegro con moto

Barry
PERFORMANCE NOTE:
All staccato marks should be adhered to, particularly Guitar 3 which plays staccato chords throughout. From bars 10 - 36 Guitar 2 should play all its recurring figures softly and pizzicato throughout, indeed all tonal markings need to be followed carefully.
4. Michelle
(From the album, Rubber Soul)

Lennon & McCartney

Not too fast

\[ \text{music notation} \]
5. Greensleeves

(English Folk Song used in everything from Busoni’s opera ‘Turandot’ to the ‘Lassie’ TV series!)

Andante

English Traditional
6. Liberty Bell
(March used in the Monty Python 'TV Series)

March time

Sousa
PERFORMANCE NOTE:
It is important to follow the staccato indications and also to stop notes in accordance with the rests marked.
3. The Persuaders

Allegro con moto

Barry

3. The Persuaders

Allegro con moto

Barry

2nd time to Coda

D.S. al Coda

Coda
3. The Persuaders

Allegro con moto

Barry

Great music from albums, TV and films arranged for guitar quartet:
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly  Scarborough Fair  The Persuaders
Michelle  Greensleeves  Liberty Bell

The Guitarist’s Progress

This is a unique and exciting resource for guitarists. Four concurrent series follow the same basic progression, making it easy for them to be used in tandem. Indeed the Duet and Ensemble series is designed to complement the Solo series, as do the Repertoire and Young Guitarist’s Progress series. Travelling in Style and Certain Hits! can be used alongside any of these. Each individual book can be used in conjunction with any guitar books. However, used collectively, they provide one of the most comprehensive introductions available to guitarists today.

SOLO SERIES
BOOK 1 (GM 1) - Beginner to about Grade 2 
BOOK 2 (GM 2) - About Grade 2 to Grade 4 
BOOK 3 (GM 8) - About Grade 4 to Grade 6 
BOOK 4 (GM 13) - About Grade 6 to Grade 8

YOUNG GUITARIST’S PROGRESS SERIES
PART 1 (GM 6) - Music for the initial stages
PART 2 (GM 7) - Music for Grade 1 to Grade 2

DUET AND ENSEMBLE SERIES
BOOK 1 (GM 4) - Beginner to about Grade 2
BOOK 2 (GM 5) - About Grade 2 to Grade 4

REPERTOIRE SERIES
PART 1 (GM 39) - More music for the initial stages
PART 2 (GM 40) - More music for Grade 1 to Grade 2

TRAVELLING IN STYLE
Guitar solos in a variety of styles

SERIES 1
THE START (GM 18) - Grade 1
STAGE 1 (GM 14) - Grades 1 & 2
STAGE 2 (GM 15) - Grades 2 & 3
STAGE 3 (GM 16) - Grades 4 & 5
STAGE 4 (GM 17) - Grades 5 to 8
Working Out in Style (GM 35) - Builds on the Travelling in Style concept with technical exercises in a variety of styles

CERTAIN HITS!
Great music from albums, TV, films and shows arranged for guitar solo

CERTAIN HITS 5! (GM 22) - 10 top hits from film and TV, approximately Grade 3 to 5 including: And I Love Her, Ticket To Ride, R, The Windmills Of Your Mind, Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head

CERTAIN HITS 4! (GM 21) - 7 great songs and themes from film and TV, approximately Grade 5 to 7 including: Everything I Do, As Time Goes By, The Sweeney Theme, Ashokan Farewell

CERTAIN HITS 3! (GM 20) - 6 of the best songs and themes from stage and screen, approximately Grade 5 to 7: Castle on a Cloud, The Harry Lime Theme, Summertime, The Godfather Love Theme

ARRANGEMENTS FOR GUITAR GROUPS

CERTAIN HITS! (GM 12) - 7 great songs and themes from films including: The Pink Panther, Walking In The Air, Romance
CERTAIN HITS 2! (GM 19) - The James Bond theme arranged for guitar quartet
CERTAIN HITS 6! (GM 23) - 6 schools’ favourites including: Spring (The Seasons) Yellow Submarine, Colours of Day, The Batman theme
CERTAIN HITS 7! (GM 33) - Music from albums, TV and films including: Mission Impossible, Penny Lane, Lucy In The Sky
CERTAIN HITS 8! (GM 34) - Music from albums, TV and films including: Yesterday, Pirates Of The Caribbean, When I’m Sixty-Four
CERTAIN HITS 9! (GM 42) - Music from albums, TV and films including: The Good, The Bad And The Ugly, Michelle, The Persuaders
CERTAIN HITS 10! (GM 43) - Music from albums, shows and films including: Schindler’s List, Summertime, Money, Money, Money
CERTAIN HITS 11! (GM 44) - Music from films including: A Fistful Of Dollars, Pirates Of The Caribbean (Suite No.2)

TRAVELLING IN STYLE ENSEMBLE SERIES

CELTIC SUITE & CARIBBEAN COLLECTION (GM 29) - 8 exciting idiomatic pieces arranged for guitar quartet
SPANISH FOLK SONG SUITE (GM 30) - 4 great Spanish Folk Songs arranged for guitar quartet
APPLACIAN ALBUM (GM 31) - 4 Appalachian Folks Songs arranged for guitar quartet

CHRISTMAS COLLECTION (GM 11)
CHRISTMAS COLLECTION TWO (GM 32) - 2 books of flexible Christmas carols arrangements
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